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Abstract

The spatial numerical association of response codes effect, referred to as the SNARC

effect, reveals that small numbers elicit faster left than right responses, and conversely,

large numbers elicit faster right responses. Here, we explored the development of this num-

ber-space association by assessing how 7-, 9-, 11-year-olds, and adults differed in spatial

orienting of attention on Posner’ paradigm. Compared with the previous research, we exam-

ined how the cues would affect the level and strength of the SNARC effect in children under

the different attentional conditions. Subjects made parity decisions for endogenous attention

(Experiment 1) and exogenous attention (Experiment 2). The results showed that adults dis-

played the SNARC effect in both experiments, relatively speaking, 7- to 11-year-old Chinese

children’s ability of spatial numerical association progressed gradually. With endogenous

attention, the SNARC effect appeared in all age groups except for 7-year-olds for invalid

cues. Compared with the endogenous attention condition, the SNARC effect was more sig-

nificantly affected by cues in the exogenous attention condition. This result might be owing

to the fact that the SNARC effect was not demonstrated in 7-year-olds with either valid or

invalid cues. Our results suggest that the differences in the spatial orienting of attention are

based on the cognitive load associated with processing number information and that this

process can be affected by cues. Further, there may be cross-cultural influences on the

SNARC effect, as early family training may explain the results seen in this sample of Chi-

nese 7-year-olds. Thus, reaction times decreased with increasing age in the parity judgment

task, and reaction times for valid cues were faster than for invalid cues regardless of the age

group in both experiments. The SNARC effect was only present for 7-year-olds for valid

cues, for endogenous attention.

Introduction

The SNARC effect

A complex and sophisticated understanding of numbers and their manipulation is necessary

in modern society. To foster this cognitive ability and develop mathematical ability, it is critical
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to understand how basic number skills (e.g., number-space association) develop in children

[1,2]. The SNARC (spatial-numerical association of response codes) effect refers to the phe-

nomenon where the participant’s responses to smaller-magnitude digits (e.g., “1” or “2”) are

faster for the left response than the right response, and to larger-magnitude digits (e.g.,“8” or

“9”) are faster for the right response than the left response in parity judgment tasks[3–4]. The

effect suggested that the psychological representation of digits is coded spatially, and such spa-

tial cognition is automatic[3,5].

Dehaene et al.[3]suggested that parity judgment task performance was associated with the

mental number line (MNL), or a left-to-right orientation of increasing numerical values based

on a left-to-right reading habit. This provides further evidence for a unique connection

between space and number[6]. Previous studies have also shown that reaction times become

faster when a mental number-location is congruent with a response location[7]. The MNL, as

a spatial explanation of the SNARC effect, originates from semantic memory of number mag-

nitude, which depends on culturally specific reading direction[3,8–12]. Further, the SNARC

effect has been observed in a wide variety of experimental settings with different numerical

materials, such as single digits, two-digit numbers, negative numbers, number words, numbers

in different languages, dot patterns, counting fingers, and auditory or tactile magnitude infor-

mation[13–17]. The breadth of these experimental results indicated that numbers have a close

relationship with SNARC effect.

Developmental perspective

Differing SNARC effects have been found in different cultures. For example, right-to-left readers

(e.g., Arabic) have a reversed SNARC effect[3]. Given these cultural and educational differences,

a developmental study of the SNARC was triggered. Developmental research has demonstrated

that 4-year-olds can already recognize left and right in spatial tasks[18]. Berch and colleagues

[13] studied the SNARC effect in young children, and found that they showed the SNARC effect

in Grade 3 (c. 9.2 years old). Further evidence suggested that one-third of children in Grade 2

also showed the SNARC effect in a Swiss sample[19], meaning that the SNARC effect is gradu-

ally formed and is even stabilized before Grade 3. Moreover, an important effect of age on the

SNARC effect was found in a meta-analysis that indicated that the SNARC effect was found to

increase with age from childhood to old age[20]. Van Galen and Reitsma[21] assessed the

SNARC effect in 7- to 9-year-olds and adults in the Netherlands via two different tasks, namely

a magnitude judgment task(in which number magnitude is essential) and a gray-box detection

task(in which number magnitude is irrelevant because participants were asked to respond to the

box on the right or the left of the number that may turn gray). Their results showed that the

SNARC effect existed in all age groups for the magnitude judgment task, but it failed to appear

before grade 3 for the gray-box detection task. These results indicate that whether numerical

magnitude information is handled explicitly or not is linked to the SNARC effect. When such

information was not explicitly processed, such as in the gray-box detection task[21] and the par-

ity-judgment task[13,19], the SNARC effect did not appear until age 8 to 9. However, when

numerical magnitude was explicitly processed, the SNARC effect appeared at the age of 7[21].

Imbo and Gevers[22] studied the SNARC effect in 9- and 11-year-olds, and reported that verbal

encoding significantly promoted the SNARC effect in both age groups.

In terms of cultural differences, previous research suggested that Chinese children develop

the ability to process digits earlier than children in other countries [17]. It has been noted that

Chinese children’s ability to identify numbers is trained in early family education or at the pre-

school stage[23]. Chinese children in grade one (average age = 7) exhibit a significant SNARC

effect [24].
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Spatial attention

Spatial attention is an important component of cognition that has a close relationship with

numbers. Indeed, numerical processing widely influences spatial processing; the spatial coding

of visual stimuli is fast and automatic[25–28]. For example, Fischer, Castel, Dodd, and Pratt

[29] presented a number (1, 2, 8, or 9), which was not task-related, to the participants. Then, a

meaningless box was presented in the left or right visual field. The participants were required

to respond by pressing a button when the box appeared. When small numbers (1, 2) appeared

at the fixation, participants responded more quickly to the left visual field. In contrast, when

large numbers (8, 9) appeared at the fixation, responses were faster to the right visual field. The

results showed that small numbers can automatically direct attention toward the left visual

field, and large numbers can activate attention toward the right side of space. Casarotti[5]

adopted the experimental paradigm of Fischer[29] in a temporal order judgment task that

assessed whether digital processing can automatically alter the distribution of spatial attention,

and they found the same results as Fischer[29].

Although Fischer[29] and Stoianov[27] identified common attentional mechanisms with

respect to spatial and numeric processing in typically-developing subjects, they failed to

explain these mechanisms by dividing the attentional orients component (e.g., endogenous

and exogenous components). Exogenous attention refers to effects driven by the essential low-

level prominence of sensory inputs[30–32]. Low-level physical properties (e.g., stimulus inten-

sity, color, or size) may trigger an involuntary, stimulus-driven, bottom-up attentional process.

In contrast, endogenous attention refers to a voluntary top-down process, initiated by internal

statuses and conscious expectations for a specific object or location[33–35]. These processing

mechanisms are important to the selected behavior and goals of the organism in the current

environment. There exist differences between the two kinds of attention. Jonides[36] sug-

gested that exogenous orienting was less affected by cognitive load than endogenous orienting.

In other words, people were able to ignore endogenous attentional shifts but were unable to

ignore exogenous attention. Exogenous attention had greater SNARC effects than endogenous

attention, and expectancies about cue validity and predictive value affected endogenous orient-

ing more obviously than exogenous orienting[37–38]. In addition, Hein, Rolke, and Ulrich

[39] showed that endogenous and exogenous attention produced different effects on reaction

times and accuracy, with voluntary oriented attention enhancing temporal-order more than

automatically oriented attention. These results emphasize that both kinds of attentional orient-

ing operate at different processing levels within the visual system[40–42]. Further, Berger,

Henik, and Rafal and Doallo et al.[43–44] found that endogenous and exogenous attention dif-

fer significantly in the time course of their development.

Using the neuro-cognitive model of attention, it was found that endogenous attention

control be exerted by interactions of the dorsal regions, and exogenous reorienting of the

attentional focus was mediated by more ventral regions in the right hemisphere[45–47]. In

general, endogenous and exogenous attention are two independent attention systems, with

different behavioral effects, and partially distinct neural substrates[40]. While number-

induced attentional biases have been found by several other labs for explained it further[48].

The attentional biases could trigger different neural activity, which is evidenced by fMRI[49]

and by ERP[48,50–51]. Moreover, spatial- and numerical associations -driven attentional

biases have recently been generalized to mental arithmetic[52] and documented in children

(e.g., van Galen and Reitsma), adults and synesthetes[21, 53–54]. These studies indicate that

the spatial orienting of attention has a close relationship with cognitive processing of

numbers.
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Cue-target paradigm

When referring to cue types for endogenous and exogenous attention, there can be valid trials

in which the cue reliably indicates the target location, neutral trials in which neither target nor

distractor location is signaled, and invalid trials in which the cue indicates a different location

than the target. The comparison among these trials, allows us to differentiate attentional-ori-

enting benefits (i.e., performance on valid-cue trials minus neutral trials) from costs (i.e., per-

formance on invalid-cue trials minus neutral trials). Typically, valid trials produce faster and/

or more accurate responses (benefits) than neutral trials; while for invalid trials, responses are

slower and/or less precise (costs). The difference between costs and benefits represents the so-

called attentional cuing effect[34–35].

As mentioned above, previous studies have examined the developmental characteristics of

children’s number-space associations, but have not consider visual orienting of attention[55–

57]. Since endogenous and exogenous attention are two independent systems for the spatial

orienting of attention [40–42], how they affect children’s number-space processing remains

unclear. To investigate the impact of endogenous and exogenous attention on the processing

of digits, Posner’s cueing paradigm[34–35] and the standard parity judgment[3] were used in

the current experiments. To examine the SNARC effect at different stages of development, we

used eight Arabic numbers (1 to 9, excluding 5). Based on our previous series of experiments

[58], showing that valid trials produced faster responses than invalid trials, 75% valid trials and

25% invalid trials were used to examine the attentional cuing effect.

Previous studies have shown that numerical processing in academic contexts is often influ-

enced by attentional factors. For example, Rousselle found that in the process of solving digital

problems, children who had mathematical learning difficulties often took less attentional

resources than typically developing children[59]. McLean and Hitch indicated that a positive

correlation existed between children’s difficulties with learning mathematics and lack of atten-

tion control[60]. These studies highlight the important relationship between spatial-numerical

association of response codes and attention. Indeed, although many studies have considered

how the SNARC effect applies to children, few studies have examined the influence of spatial

orienting of attention on numerical processing, or how endogenous and exogenous attentional

cues affect the responses of children.

Thus, the purpose of the current study was to examine age group differences in the role of

endogenous attention (Experiment 1) and exogenous attention (Experiment 2) in the SNARC

effect using the Posner paradigm[34–35].

In Experiment 1 we put forward two hypotheses: (a) in endogenous valid cueing, each age

group would have a significant SNARC effect; (b) in endogenous invalid cueing, 9-11-year-old

and adults would have a significant SNARC effect which would not be found in the 7-year-olds.

In Experiment 2, we hypothesize each age group would have a significant SNARC effect in exoge-

nous valid cueing; and we examine how the SNARC effect was present in exogenous invalid cue-

ing for each group, whether the youngest group have would demonstrate the SNARC effect.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we examined if the SNARC effect would be affected by varying the propor-

tion of validly cued trials in an endogenous spatial orienting task, using the Posner’s paradigm

and the standard parity judgment task[3, 34–35].

Method

Participants. The participants were 119 healthy right-handed individuals who fell within

four age groups: 7-year-olds, 9-year-olds, 11-year-olds, and adults. Their handedness was
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assessed by asking them which hand was usually used to hold chopsticks for eating and a pen

for writing. Children were recruited from several primary schools in China. The study was

approved by the Ethics Committee of the Department of Psychology at Guizhou Normal Uni-

versity, and guardians provided written informed consent. The study required only basic key-

board operation skills. Researchers stopped the experiment as soon as the child did not wish to

continue. Adult participants were college students who were recruited from two universities.

All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Table 1 shows the demographics of

the participants.

Apparatus and stimuli. The procedure was implemented in E-prime software and

administered using a Lenovo Laptop with a 14-inch color monitor (1024 × 768 pixels). The sti-

muli consisted of eight white Arabic numbers from 1 to 9, excluding 5. The digital diameter of

number was approximately 5 mm, when the distance between participants and computer was

approximately 47 cm, the visual angle was approximately 0.6 degree. The outer diameter of the

target number was 6 mm, with the visual angle of approximately 0.7 degree when the distance

between participants and computer was approximately 47 cm. The circles appearing on both

sides of the screen have an inner diameter of 12 mm (1.3 degrees), and an outer diameter of 15

mm (1.6 degrees). The target appeared in the middle of the screen as white digits on a black

background. The participant was seated comfortably in front of the computer screen and

instructed to gaze at the center of the screen. Participants made responses by pressing the “F”

and “J” keys (with the left and right hand, respectively) of a standard computer keyboard.

Procedure

In each trial (see Fig 1.), a fixation (“+”) was first displayed in the center of the screen for 300

ms. After a blank screen for 400 ms, a directional arrow cue was presented for 100 ms. After

another blank screen of 600 ms duration, a target (i.e., a digit randomly selected from the eight

digits) was displayed on the left or right side of the central fixation until the participant pressed

the response key or 1000 ms had lapsed. On 75% of trials, the direction of the cue arrow was

congruent with the location (left or right) of the target (valid-cue trials); for the remaining 25%

trials, it was incongruent (invalid-cue trials). After another 1000 ms interval, the next trial

started. Each digital stimulus was presented 24 times, 12 times on both the left and right sides.

There were 18 times on the consistent side of the cue (valid), and 6 times on the side that did

not coincide with the cue (invalid). There were a total of 192 trials. After 64 trials were com-

pleted, the subjects were offered a rest time. The experiment consisted of two blocks, in one

block, participants pressed the left shift key for odd numbers and pressed the right shift key for

even numbers, and the response keys were reversed for the other block in order to counterbal-

anced the two blocks. Each block began with 20 practice trials. Only when the participant

obtained performance of at least 90% correct would the block-proper start.

Design. The experiment was composed of four independent variables: cue (two levels:

valid and invalid), response hand (two levels: left or right), target magnitude (four levels: 1&2,

3&4, 6&7, 8&9), and age group (four levels: 7-year-olds, 9-year-olds, 11-year-olds, adults). To

Table 1. Basic information about participants of each age-group.

Group Number of participants Age

Male Female Total Mean age (years)

7-year-old 13 14 27 7.45±0.34

9-year-old 15 12 27 8.86±0.44

11-year-old 16 18 34 11.20±0.67

Adults 16 15 31 20.80±1.30

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t001
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ensure all participants understood the concept of parity, especially the younger children, we

used the colloquial terms dānshù (odd; literally “single number”) and shuāngshù (even; liter-

ally “double number”).

Statistical analyses. To examine the SNARC effect, we used two common methods: (a) an

analysis of variance (ANOVA) approach[3] and (b) t-tests of regression coefficients of hand

differences in RTs against number magnitude[7]. A repeated-measures ANOVA was per-

formed with the within-subjects factors of cue, response hand, and magnitude, and age group

as a between-subjects factor. The results are presented in Tables 2 and 3, and based on the

results we could decide the next step to analyze the SNARC effect. Next, we investigated the

SNARC effect (an interaction between magnitude and hand indicated a SNARC effect in RTs)

for each age group and the different cue condition. The results are shown in Table 4. Finally,

we used regression analyses to further explore the strength of the SNARC effect. We subtracted

the RTs of the right-hand responses from the left-hand responses for each participant, then we

regressed those differences against the magnitude of the numbers to get a negative regression-

coefficient which indicated the strength of the SNARC effect. The results suggested that, when

the magnitude of the numbers increased from 1 to 4 and from 6 to 9, the differences in RTs

(e.g., the right-hand responses minus the left-hand responses) changed from positive (e.g.,

faster for the left hand) to negative (e.g., faster for the right hand;) [7,14]. We then used one-

sample t-tests to assess the significance of the mean regression coefficients (mean unstandard-

ized B) of a given age group against zero. A significant t-value suggests a significant SNARC

effect. Results are shown in Table 5.

Fig 1. Procedure of endogenous spatial cuing task of Experiment 1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.g001

Table 2. Each age-group’s mean reaction time and standard deviation (ms).

Age-group The cue Number 1&2 Number 3&4 Number 6&7 Number 8&9

Left hand Right hand Left hand Right hand Left hand Right hand Left hand Right hand

7-year-old Valid 739(71) 770(91) 779(88) 769(87) 778(83) 757(88) 798(69) 717(66)

Invalid 757(85) 760(121) 777(77) 785(82) 748(142) 794(116) 803(98) 790(95)

9-year-old Valid 679(66) 705(69) 741(78) 707(62) 737(50) 727(65) 768(81) 708(63)

Invalid 707(74) 726(69) 760(84) 716(72) 743(78) 763(73) 798(66) 727(86)

11-year-old Valid 638(73) 660(69) 695(62) 655(55) 684(64) 682(63) 717(55) 642(67)

Invalid 643(71) 696(70) 701(75) 672(67) 692(73) 694(67) 734(71) 679(69)

Adults Valid 553(69) 575(67) 598(63) 577(77) 579(68) 582(64) 637(65) 566(61)

Invalid 565(66) 600(69) 628(75) 592(61) 585(61) 610(68) 664(69) 599(73)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t002
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Results

The grand mean error rate for all participants was 8.2%, with an average error rate of 12.5%

for 7-year-olds, 9.4% for 9-year-olds, 7.3% for 11-year-olds, and 3.6% for adults. Trials with

incorrect responses to judgment were excluded from the analysis. Each age-group’s mean reac-

tion times (RTs) and standard deviations (SD) are shown in Table 2.

To investigate the SNARC effect, and to further explain the four-fold interaction, a 4 (num-

bers) × 2 (hands) ANOVA was conducted for each age group and cue condition. An interac-

tion between magnitude and hand indicated a SNARC effect in RTs. The results are shown in

Table 4.

Table 3. Results of ANOVA analyses.

Effect df F p η2p
Cue 1 34.67 0.001 0.232

Age-group 3 59.99 0.001 0.610

Cue � Age-group 3 0.45 0.716 0.012

Hand 1 17.87 0.001 0.134

Hand � Age-group 3 0.95 0.419 0.024

Magnitude 3 41.10 0.001 0.263

Magnitude � Age-group 9 2.31 0.016 0.057

Cue � Hand 1 10.09 0.002 0.081

Cue � Hand � Age-group 3 2.67 0.051 0.065

Cue � Magnitude 3 2.64 0.049 0.022

Cue � Magnitude � Age-group 9 0.53 0.856 0.014

Hand � Magnitude 3 59.35 0.001 0.340

Hand � Magnitude � Age-group 9 0.93 0.499 0.024

Cue � Hand � Magnitude 3 2.63 0.050 0.022

Cue � Hand � Magnitude � Age-group 9 1.99 0.039 0.049

A significant interaction between magnitude and age group was found, F(9, 345) = 2.31, p< .05, η2
p = 0.57, and

reaction times decreased with age, as demonstrated by the difference between 7-year-olds and 11-year-olds of 93 ms.

The interaction between cue and hand was significant, F(3, 345) = 10.09, p< .05, η2
p = .081, and post-hoc

comparisons indicated that RTs for the right hand were shorter than those for left hand for both valid and invalid

cues. The interaction between cue and magnitude was significant, F(3, 345) = 2.64, p< .05, η2
p = .022, and post-hoc

comparisons indicated that RTs for valid cues were shorter than those for invalid cues for every magnitude

condition. A significant interaction between magnitude and hand, F(3, 345) = 59.35, p< .001, η2
p = .340, was found,

and subsequent post-hoc comparisons indicated that RTs for numbers 8 & 9 were shorter than those for 1 & 2. The

interaction among cue, hand, magnitude, and age group was also significant, F(9, 345) = 1.99, p< .05, η2
p = .049.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t003

Table 4. Results of ANOVA for each age-group in different cues.

Age-group Interaction df F P η2p
7-year-old Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 8.52 0.001 0.270

Invalid cue 3 1.32 0.277 0.072

9-year-old Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 10.84 0.001 0.294

Invalid cue 3 7.77 0.001 0.230

11-year-old Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 22.74 0.001 0.408

Invalid cue 3 12.14 0.001 0.269

Adults Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 21.20 0.001 0.414

Invalid cue 3 14.40 0.001 0.324

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t004
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We then used one-sample t-tests to assess the significance of the mean regression coeffi-

cients (mean unstandardized B) of a given age group against zero to determine the strength of

the cue affect and the SNARC effect. A significant t-value suggests a significant SNARC effect.

Results are shown in Table 5. As shown in Fig 2, all age-groups showed a significant SNARC

effect, except for 7-year-olds in the invalid-cue condition (p> .05, t = -1.34).

Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 accepted both hypotheses, as each age group displayed a signifi-

cant SNARC effect in endogenous valid cueing condition, and 9-, 11-year-olds and adults had

Table 5. Results of one-sample t test of slope for each age-group in difference cue.

Age-group Cue M SD t
7-year-old Valid -30.97 29.13 -5.21��

Invalid -13.00 47.40 -1.34

9-year-old Valid -23.55 29.14 -4.20��

Invalid -20.69 33.17 -3.24�

11-year-old Valid -23.37 22.83 -5.79��

Invalid -28.23 28.98 -5.51��

Adult Valid -25.65 17.87 -7.99��

Invalid -24.08 31.05 -4.32��

Note.

� p<0.05

�� p<0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t005

Fig 2. Each age group’s SNARC effect for valid cues (upper row) and for invalid cues (lower row). Panels from left to right show 7-, 9-,

11-year-olds, and adults in each row.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.g002
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a significant SNARC effect in endogenous invalid cueing condition. In addition, the experi-

ment revealed three useful findings. The first finding was that performance in the parity task

produced a pattern of data that was similar to patterns observed in other studies of endogenous

spatial-orienting tasks (see Klein for a review)[61–62]. Moreover, responses were slower for

invalidly cued than for validly cued trials. Second, regardless of the method used to calculate

the effect, for all age-groups, the SNARC effect was sensitive to the proportion of validly cued

trials. Third, and most importantly, compared with 9-,11-year-olds, and adults, a SNARC

effect was only found in validly cued conditions for 7-year-old subjects, not in invalidly cued

conditions, suggesting that cueing altered younger children’s responses.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, we examined whether validly cued trials in an endogenous spatial orienting

task would elicit a context-specific influence on the SNARC effect. Experiment 2 followed the

same logic as Experiment 1, but we adopted an exogenous spatial orienting task with a shorter

interval between cue and response. And we hypothesize each age group would have a signifi-

cant SNARC effect in exogenous valid(or invalid) cueing; whether the youngest group have

would demonstrate the SNARC effect.

Method

Participants. The participants consisted of 114 healthy right-handed students from four

age-groups: 7-year-olds, 9-year-olds, 11-year-olds, and adults. The selection criteria for partici-

pants were the same as in Experiment 1 and followed the ethical approval procedures. Table 6

shows the demographics of the participants.

Apparatus and stimuli. These details were as in Experiment 1.

Procedure

The procedure of Experiment 2 was similar to that of Experiment 1, except that the arrow cue

was replaced by a single red circle and the interval set as 200 ms(see Fig 3).

Design. The design of Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1, except that Experiment

2 utilized exogenous attention.

Statistical analyses. The statistical analyses of Experiment 2 were the same as Experiment 1.

Results

The grand mean error rate for all participants was 7.5%, with an average error rate of 10.6%

for 7-year-olds, 7.6% for 9-year-olds, 7.8% for 11-year-olds, and 3.9% for adults. Trials with

incorrect responses to judgment were excluded from the analysis. Each age group’s mean reac-

tion times (RTs) and standard deviations (SD) in the endogenous spatial cuing task are shown

in Table 7.

Table 6. Basic information about participants of each age-group.

Group Number of participants Age

Male Female Total Mean age (years)

7-year-old 14 15 29 7.53±0.33

9-year-old 13 15 28 9.24±0.37

11-year-old 13 13 26 11.25±0.69

Adults 17 14 31 20.77±1.46

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t006
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An ANOVA approach was used to analyze the SNARC effect(see Table 8.). A significant

main effect of age group was found, showing that reaction times decreased as age increased.

For example, there was a 76 ms difference between 7-year-olds and 11-year-olds. A significant

main effect of hand was found with reaction times of the right hand being shorter than those

of the left hand by 19 ms. A significant interaction between cue and age group was found, F(9,

330) = 4.82, p< .05, η2
p = .116, and post-hoc comparisons indicated that invalid cues required

more time than valid cues in all age groups, and the older age group were faster than all of

younger age-groups. The significant interaction between magnitude and hand was found, F(3,

330) = 37.36, p< .001, η2
p = .254, and post-hoc comparisons indicated that the RTs for num-

bers 8 & 9 was shorter than those for 1 & 2.

The interaction among cue, magnitude, and age group was significant, F(9, 330) = 2.31, p<
.05, η2

p = .059, and post-hoc comparisons revealed that for valid cues, every age group had a

significant magnitude effect. The interaction among hand, magnitude, and age group was sig-

nificant, F(9, 330) = 3.29, p< .05, η2
p = .082, whereby post-hoc comparisons revealed each age

group had differences in the hand and magnitude, indicated that the strength of the SNARC

effect would be different. The other factors did not exhibit significant main effects or interac-

tions. For example, there was not a significant four-way interaction among cue, hand, magni-

tude, and age group.

To further investigate the SNARC effect, we used 4(numbers) × 2(hands) ANOVAs for

each age group and cue conditions to analyze interactions between magnitude and hand for

RTs. Results for each age group are shown in Table 9.

Fig 3. Procedure of the exogenous spatial cuing task of Experiment 2.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.g003

Table 7. Each age-group’s mean reaction time and standard deviation(ms).

Age-group The cue Number 1&2 Number 3&4 Number 6&7 Number 8&9

Left hand Right hand Left hand Right hand Left hand Right hand Left hand Right hand

7-year-old Valid 726(76) 722(84) 758(67) 741(65) 750(81) 743(83) 786(60) 745(74)

Invalid 796(88) 771(94) 793(91) 769(99) 813(91) 805(127) 824(81) 805(101)

9-year-old Valid 642(73) 678(61) 721(70) 674(62) 700(52) 679(70) 725(69) 669(65)

Invalid 702(69) 730(75) 798(76) 743(91) 751(81) 744(102) 814(93) 754(77)

11-year-old Valid 619(71) 651(71) 667(69) 638(69) 670(71) 642(75) 705(67) 632(69)

Invalid 687(75) 738(76) 763(87) 724(85) 736(77) 743(56) 786(69) 724(81)

Adults Valid 534(66) 568(52) 575(53) 550(56) 570(63) 563(60) 628(63) 548(60)

Invalid 608(61) 631(64) 680(60) 654(68) 622(65) 655(56) 700(61) 655(59)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t007
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As we can see in Table 8, Hand × Magnitude × Age-group was a significant interaction.

When we further investigate the SNARC effect for each age group, we found that the 7-year-

olds did not show a significant SNARC effect in either cueing condition (valid cue: p>.05,

η2p = 0.056; invalid cue: p>.05, η2p = 0.002) when compared with the standard adults group.

As can be seen in Fig 4 and Table 10, all age-groups had significant SNARC effect except for

7-year-olds.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 revealed that 9-, 11-year-olds, and adults had a significant SNARC

effect which was not seen in 7-year-olds in the exogenous attention condition. This is departs

from the hypotheses of Experiment 2. These results indicated that the SNARC effect grew

stronger from childhood to adulthood. Further, the SNARC effect for all age groups was sensi-

tive to cuing, except for 7-year-olds. This is the most notable difference between the results of

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Overall, the results of Experiment indicate that exogenous

attention could more easily influence the SNARC effect in children.

General discussion

Both of the present experiments revealed a significant main effect of age, decreasing reaction

times with increasing of age in the parity judgment task, and speed of processing that changed

by number magnitude. These results are congruent with Wood, Berch, and Dehaene[3,13,20].

The results are also similar to those of Jonidies[36], whereby responses were faster for valid

than for invalid trials for each spatial-orienting task. Furthermore, the effect size increased

with age, which demonstrates a close correlation between the SNARC effect and age, as the

finding as Georges, stronger parity SNARC effects related to better arithmetical math skills in

the relatively younger children[63]. At the same time, 9- and 11-year-olds and adults had sig-

nificant cue effects for both test methods, consistent with Galfano and Rundell[64–65]. These

results may be explained by correlations with the development of children’s cognitive process-

ing ability. The current results (Tables 2, 3, 7, and 8) showed that RTs of Chinese children

decreased significantly with age. This indicates that they had an understanding of parity, and

Table 8. Results of ANOVA analyses.

Effect df F p η2p
Cue 1 316.68 0.001 0.742

Age-group 3 60.32 0.001 0.622

Cue � Age-group 3 4.82 0.003 0.116

Hand 1 29.05 0.001 0.209

Hand � Age-group 3 0.95 0.417 0.025

Magnitude 3 43.26 0.001 0.282

Magnitude � Age-group 9 1.29 0.243 0.034

Cue � Hand 1 0.69 0.407 0.006

Cue � Hand � Age-group 3 1.79 0.153 0.047

Cue � Magnitude 3 1.22 0.302 0.011

Cue � Magnitude � Age-group 9 2.31 0.016 0.059

Hand � Magnitude 3 37.36 0.001 0.254

Hand � Magnitude � Age-group 9 3.29 0.001 0.082

Cue � Hand � Magnitude 3 2.24 0.084 0.020

Cue � Hand � Magnitude � Age-group 9 0.70 0.711 0.019

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t008
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also reflects increasing efficiency in cognitive processing and response speed with age[66–67].

Furthermore, the main effect of age may be connected to the development of cognition, and

from 7- to 11-years-old there was a period of improvement in digital cognitive ability, which

tended to be stable at the adult stage[66,68]. Yang et al.[24] and Xu et al.[23] mentioned that

Chinese children in kindergarten (mean age 5.8) demonstrated the SNARC effect due to early

family training. However, when the spatial orienting of attention added, the results will

change. Some families not only teach preschool children counting 1 to 10 (at c. 5.8 years old),

but also convey the concept of parity by using “dānshù” and “shuāngshù.” As Zhou et al.[69]

noted, Chinese children show an early SNARC effect consistent with automatic magnitude

processing due to earlier mathematical acquisition, notably with reference to Chinese pro-edu-

cation attitudes and early family training[23]. Parity task ability would improve with more pro-

found numerical education and training.

Table 9. Results of interaction about magnitude and hand for each age-group in difference cues.

Age-group Interaction df F P η2p
7-year-old Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 1.66 0.182 0.056

Invalid cue 3 0.05 0.984 0.002

9-year-old Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 15.10 0.001 0.359

Invalid cue 3 8.58 0.001 0.241

11-year-old Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 15.70 0.001 0.386

Invalid cue 3 7.70 0.001 0.236

Adults Magnitude � Hand Valid cue 3 36.98 0.001 0.552

Invalid cue 3 8.74 0.001 0.226

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t009

Fig 4. Each age group’s SNARC effect for valid cues (upper panels) and invalid cues (lower panels); from left to right, panels show data for 7-,

9-, 11-year-olds, and adults in each row.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.g004
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But what role does spatial orienting of attention play? Experiment 1 revealed that each age

group exhibited a SNARC effect for valid cues with endogenous attention, and the effect

increased from 7- to 11-year-olds for valid cues (Table 4). Note that 9- and 11-year-olds exhib-

ited a SNARC effect for invalid cues according to the repeated measures ANOVA and t-test. In

contrast, we can see that 11-year-olds behave similarly to adults, as evidenced by the linear fit

in Fig 2. Note that prior studies have indicated that endogenous attention is affected more by

cognitive load than exogenous attention, even though cognitive resources and meta-cognitive

capability improve coping with respect to cognitive load[43–44,36,70]. Moreover, Park and

Szũcs suggested that children’s behavioral control abilities are insufficiently mature to counter-

act interference and facilitation[71–72]. Although children (for example, grade three students)

can automatically collect number information, their digital spatial representation abilities are

not yet mature, unlike adults who address digital information skillfully and automatically. An

invalid cue is inconsistent with the position of the subsequent number, and may interfere with

the spatial representation ability due to the child’s use of the mental number line to some

extent; thus, they cannot process spatial-representation information effectively. Galfano[64],

Rundell and Price [65] reported similar findings. All of these results emphasize the vulnerabil-

ity of the cue effect, and its dependence on individual psychological-set.

As distinct from endogenous attention, some observation may be made regarding exoge-

nous attention (Experiment 2). First, there was not a significant four-way interaction among

age group, cue, hand, and magnitude. Further, in contrast to endogenous attention, 7-year-

olds failed to exhibit a SNARC effect (see Tables 9 and 10, and Fig 4). Liu et al. [73] noted that

the effects of endogenous and exogenous attention on the SNARC effect were different. The

SNARC effect gradually weakens with greater deployment of attention, but cues play a key role

in exogenous attention. Because exogenous attention is characterized by bottom-up automated

processing, it acts independently of the observer’s control. As such, observers cannot easily

ignore cues, regardless of whether the information is useful with respect to target location. In

contrast, the present study found that valid cue condition was less impactful than the invalid

cue condition when comparing the slope of the linear fit for the exogenous attention condition

in 9- and 11-year-olds and adults. This indicates that exogenous attention rendered it more

difficult to suppress the invalid-cue position, and, thus have profound impact on the SNARC

effect. That is, exogenous attention promoted the cue effect and occupied the participants’

attention. This provided a large cognitive load for 7-year-olds.

Another important finding of the current study is that 7-year-olds did not exhibit a SNARC

effect for invalid cues in both experiments, which signifies that interference due to invalid cue

Table 10. Results of ANOVA for each age-group in difference cues.

Age-group Cue M SD t
7-year-old Valid -10.28 33.69 -1.64

Invalid -11.30 47.84 0.13

9-year-old Valid -24.48 27.01 -4.80��

Invalid -21.56 31.57 -3.61�

11-year-old Valid -31.51 31.99 -5.02��

Invalid -29.43 45.31 -3.31�

Adult Valid -32.24 23.29 -7.71��

Invalid -14.41 31.92 -2.51�

Note.

� p<0.05

�� p<0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0212204.t010
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occurs readily in early childhood. More notably, even for valid cues, there was no SNARC

effect for exogenous attention. These results indicate that 7-year-olds are too young to form

consistent digital spatial representations and fail to understand the abstract concept clearly.

Chinello et al. [74] suggested that such children might not have an adequate conceptual repre-

sentation, but developmental of finger gnosis (for example, when the use of finger counting)

would help improve awareness of associated position in space and emblematic calculation

skills, if the children had a high finger gnosis, it means that they would demonstrate a high

visuospatial span and high numerical competencies. Thus, when considering the effectiveness

of teaching programs, especially in the domain of mathematics, the correlation between finger

gnosis and symbolic number processing in early childhood is unclear. Note that extended

exercise for counting also can strengthen the relationship between numbers and space, given

that studies have revealed that exercise and inhibition ability lead to different SNARC results

for different age groups[8,20,75]. However, improved inhibition skills with age would weaken

the SNARC effect[75]. The two aspects counterbalance each other, which leads to a stable, con-

tinuous SNARC effect. Moreover, Rubinsten, Henik, Berger, and Shahar-Shalev noted that

grade one students (c. 6.3 years old) experience difficulties in automatic processing of digital

information due to a lack of counting practice, but this situation greatly improves by the end

of grade one[57]. In the current experiments, our children were in approximately the middle

of grade one, such that limited experience and immature finger gnosis may render the interfer-

ence effect of invalid cues more significant. Wood et al.’s (2008) meta-analysis of the SNARC

effect proposed that greater age could directly impact the SNARC effect via enhancing the

habit of associating numbers and space; by 9 years of age, children show an obvious SNARC

effect[20].

There is now evidence that SNARC-like effects can be observed in newborn chicks and

newborn humans[76–77]. Thus, both biological and cultural factors may be necessary for hav-

ing spatial-numerical associations. In addition to age-related effects on the SNARC effect, cor-

relations exist between culture and education. As previously mentioned, Berch and colleagues

[13] found that the SNARC effect among young children did not emerge until grade 3. How-

ever, the onset time of the SNARC effect appeared to be different across cultures, Chinese

researchers using the standard parity judgment task to found that Chinese kindergarten had

already developed automatic spatial representations of numbers, the results have suggested

that perhaps the early development of number cognition and mathematical acquisition was

the reason why the spatial representations of numbers show cross-cultural differences[24].

This was attributed to educational and cultural differences in early number learning. For

instance, Chinese preschool emphasizes number knowledge to a greater extent than preschools

in the United States and the Netherlands[24]. Research that has explored the reasons why chil-

dren who speaking English are slower in learning the counting sequence compared to Asian

children, has theorized that counting practice which including spatially informative cues can

facilitate young English-speaking children’s learning of the challenging number sequence

from 11 to 20[78]. It is key to note that the connection between numbers and space is acquired,

and deepened with the improving cognition and learning[79]. Fueyo further highlighted that

the relationship between numbers and spatial location may be a reflection of early school edu-

cation on mental number-line training[80]. With greater relevant training at school, the link

between number and spatial location increases. This is supported by Imbo et al.[22], who

defined the developmental pattern of verbal and spatial accounts to revealed the SNARC effect,

they found that 9- and 11-year-olds in a typical education program showed improved abilities

to encode numerical information verbally. Gevers’ study provided a new insight on how lan-

guage or verbal labeling of spatial information affects numerical encoding tasks [81–82]. In the

current study, 9- and 11-year-olds had a clear SNARC effect in invalid-cue conditions, which
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indicates that their number processing capacity continued to improve in this age period. Note

that the current study followed developmental processes in children, and the results revealed

that attention and cuing interfere with the cognitive processing of digits in childhood, for both

endogenous and exogenous attention.

To summarize, the SNARC effect across all age groups in our study was correlated with

endogenous or exogenous attention with respect to cue effects. With increasing age, reaction

times decreased and the effect size increased. There were significant main effects of cue in each

age group and reaction times for valid cues were shorter than for invalid cues. These findings

highlight that 7-year-old Chinese children are clear distracted due to automatic spatial repre-

sentations of numbers following valid cue, for endogenous attention (i.e., the SNARC effect);

however, they did not show a SNARC effect for exogenous attention, regardless of whether the

cue was valid or not. As such, the current study highlights that Chinese children’s capability of

spatial representations of numbers are influenced by spatial attention and cue effects, 9- and

11-year-olds show a steady SNARC effect under the Posner’s paradigm, especially, the 7-year-

olds emerges this capability preliminarily but unsteady.
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